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Helminthiasis is a macroparasitic disease of humans and animals in 
which a part of the body is infected with parasitic worms (helminthes) 
like tapeworms, flukes and round worms. There is a need to develop 
novel herbal formulation with minimum side effects for better patient 
compliance. Punica granatum L. Family Punicaceae, is an ancient, 
mystical, unique fruit. It is reported to have anthelmintic activity in 
previous literature. The objective of the present work was to develop a 
formulation convenient for administration and appealing to the patient. 
Difficulty in swallowing is common among geriatrics and pediatrics, 
hence to avert this problem, soft fruity chews containing a natural 
anthelmintic extract were formulated. Soft chews are pleasantly 
chewable dosage forms which offer an enjoyable mouth feel and 
chewing experience. They mask odors and provide a prolonged 
contact with mouth thus enhancing product acceptability in children 
and adults. The prototype jelly base was formulated using a gelling 
agent, preservative, flavoring agent, novel natural thickening agent, 
plasticizer, coloring and cooling agent (Ecocool MP). Finally, herbal 
extract (Punica granatum) as anthelmintic was incorporated to this jelly 
base. The developed formulation was evaluated for quality control 
parameters like appearance, taste, texture and stability. The gummies 
satisfied the desired physicochemical properties. The formulation 
was subjected to in vitro anthelmintic activity on Pheretima posthuma 
and found to exhibit significant level of activity when compared with 
marketed formulation. Thus, soft fruity chews containing a herbal 
anthelmintic extract were successfully developed. Helminthiasis, 
otherwise called worm contamination, is any macroparasitic sickness of 
people and different creatures in which a piece of the body is tainted 
with parasitic worms, known as helminths. There are various types of 
these parasites, which are comprehensively grouped into tapeworms, 
accidents, and roundworms. They frequently live in the gastrointestinal 
tract of their hosts, yet they may likewise tunnel into different organs, 
where they actuate physiological harm. Soil-transmitted helminthiasis 
and schistosomiasis are the most significant helminthiases, and are 
among the dismissed tropical diseases. This gathering of helmianthiases 
have been focused under the joint activity of the world’s driving 
pharmaceutical organizations and non-administrative associations 
through an undertaking propelled in 2012 called the London 
Declaration on Neglected Tropical Diseases, which means to control or 
destroy certain disregarded tropical ailments by 2020. Helminthiasis 
has been found to bring about poor birth result, poor intellectual 
turn of events, poor school and work execution, poor financial turn of 
events, and poverty. Chronic sickness, lack of healthy sustenance, and 
paleness are further instances of auxiliary effects. Soil-transmitted 
helminthiases are liable for parasitic contaminations in as much as a 
fourth of the human populace worldwide. One notable case of soil-

transmitted helminthiases is ascariasis. Medication conveyance alludes 
to approaches, details, advancements, and frameworks for shipping 
a pharmaceutical compound in the body some time dependent on 
nanoparticles varying to securely accomplish its ideal remedial 
effect. It might include logical site-focusing inside the body, or it may 
include encouraging fundamental pharmacokinetics; regardless, it 
is normally worried about both amount and length of medication 
nearness. Medication conveyance is regularly drawn nearer through 
a medication’s synthetic plan, yet it might likewise include clinical 
gadgets or medication gadget blend items. Medication conveyance 
is an idea vigorously incorporated with dose structure and course of 
organization, the last now and again in any event, being viewed as a 
major aspect of the definition.Medication conveyance advancements 
change sedate discharge profile, retention, dissemination and 
disposal to assist improving item viability and security, just as patient 
comfort and consistence. Medication discharge is from: dissemination, 
corruption, growing, and fondness based mechanisms. Some of the 
basic courses of organization incorporate the enteral (gastrointestinal 
tract), parenteral (through infusions), inward breath, transdermal, 
topical and oral routes. Many meds, for example, peptide and 
protein, neutralizer, immunization and quality based medications, as 
a rule may not be conveyed utilizing these courses since they may 
be powerless to enzymatic debasement or can not be retained into 
the fundamental flow productively because of atomic size and charge 
issues to be restoratively compelling. Consequently numerous protein 
and peptide drugs must be conveyed by infusion or a nanoneedle 
exhibit. For instance, numerous inoculations depend on the conveyance 
of protein medicates and are frequently done by infusion. Protein drugs 
conveyed by infusion can for the most part arrive at the extracellular 
space. Numerous methodologies have been assessed for focusing on 
the intracellular space with protein sedates yet conveying proteins into 
cells (for example into the cytosol) is still challenging. Current endeavors 
in the territory of medication conveyance remember the advancement 
of focused conveyance for which the medication is just dynamic in 
the objective zone of the body (for instance, in carcinogenic tissues), 
supported discharge plans in which the medication is discharged over 
some undefined time frame in a controlled way from a detailing, and 
techniques to expand endurance of peroral operators which must go 
through the stomach’s acidic condition. So as to accomplish proficient 
focused on conveyance, the structured framework must keep away 
from the host’s safeguard instruments and circle to its expected site 
of action. Types of supported discharge plans incorporate liposomes, 
medicate stacked biodegradable microspheres and medication 
polymer conjugates. Endurance of operators as they go through the 
stomach normally is an issue for specialists which can’t be encased in 
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a strong tablet; one research region has been around the use of lipid 
secludes from the corrosive safe archaea Sulfolobus islandicus, which 
presents on the request for 10% endurance of liposome-epitomized 
specialists. Liposomes are structures which comprise of at any rate one 
lipid bilayer encompassing a fluid center. This hydrophobic/hydrophilic 
structure is especially valuable for tranquilize conveyance as these 
bearers can oblige various medications of fluctuating lipophilicity. 
Hindrances related with utilizing liposomes as medication bearers 
include poor power over medication discharge. Medications which 
have high film penetrability can promptly ‘spill’ from the transporter, 

while improvement of in vivo security can cause sedate discharge by 
dissemination to be a moderate and wasteful process. 
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